MISS Academy kicks off our Summer POP UP with a tribute to 4th of July - welcome to POP 1: MISS Independence. POP 1 is your welcome to everything Manners, Image, Style, and Success - MISS. This POP will preview the foundational courses in our MISS program, while you pair them with one elective of your choice. Get ready to make MISS-tory as the first ever class of MISS Academy! But fear not, we've just begun there's more MISS courses and elective fun to come in POP 2.

She's serious about her business and loves the fun, fab lifestyle too! For your hobby time, school work, or even a beginning business idea, we present POP 2 - for the MISS Maven. Navigate everyday situations with new found confidence and add some heat to your hairstyle so you can be summer-party-ready. Check out POP 3 as there's more MISS Summer POP UP fun to come!

From everyday interaction to special events, POP 3 is for the socialite in you. Brush up on your “E-etiquette” while polishing your self-presentation for both off and online. Even if your personality isn't very extroverted, POP 3 can help you make the leap from background noise to silent show-stopper. We've also included a one-time DIY edition of ‘MAKE’. We're almost at the halfway mark so be sure to check out POP 4.

MISS Academy is opening its doors with a series of MISS POP UP's. Come for 1 week, stay for 3 or stick with us for all 7. There's something new to try each week and we have a fun lineup of elective options too! So cancel your travel plans and call up your besties, cuz Summer 2017 is about to be #MISSLIT
Poolside shenanigans, outdoor movie magic, or even costumed craziness, we take summer fun to new heights, once again, with POP 6: MISS Entertain. Shake it up some and live a little as you PRIMP then CHAT and finally DINE the hours away with this POP, featuring celebration done the MISS way. Tag a friend or two and continue on to see what POP 6 has in store for you!

We made it past the mid-way point but there's much more MISS fun to be had. Accompanied by a special edition of our electives, we present POP 4: MISS On Mission. Keep your manners on max, outfit in style, and goals on deck, as you accomplish your vision. This POP also features a fab twist on our electives as we explore a week of philanthropy at MISS Academy. P.S. POP 5 is next, but that's all we're giving away!

She's chic, classy and always fun to be around, hello POP 6: MISS Modern! Summer may be winding down, but we are just getting ready to turn the MISS up! And nothing says MISS more than all things MODERN! We're taking a week-long dive into the latest trends across our courses, and finding what says MISS vs #mess. But we can't get too crazy yet, as this is just the pre-party for POP 7 - the grand finale!

The French say fête but we call it a party like no other. POP 7 is the grand finale of transformations as we present a week-long wonderland of MISS Makeover magnificence. Say goodbye to back-to-school blues as we help you PRIMP, WEAR and STRUT your way to a signature look for this upcoming semester. Boost your confidence with help from our professional MISS Glam Squad as you preview your new style in our finale fashion show. The Summer maybe through but this is just the beginning of a new and exciting you!

**COURSES**

- BEHAVE - Common Courtesies
- WEAR - Wardrobe Styling For Self
- PRIMP - Non-Heat Hairstyling
- GROW - Vision Board Overload
- PRIMP - Next Season Nail Art

**ELECTIVES**

- PHILANTHROPY
  - Fashion Design
- PHILANTHROPY
  - Insta-Tography (Instant Camera Photography)
- PHILANTHROPY
  - Cooking

**ELECTIVES**

- MODELING
  - Fashion Design
- MAKEUP ARTISTRY **
- INSTA-TOGRAPHY (Instant Camera Photography)
- ACTING FOR SCREEN
  - Interior Decorating

$595

**COURSES**

- CHAT - Cordial Communication
- CELEBRATE - Party Planning
- PRIMP - Lashes, Lips & Liner *
- LIVE - Life Skills
- DINE - Table Etiquette
- POSE - Posing / All Selfie No Stick
- MAKE - Dose of DIY
- BEHAVE - Event Etiquette
- PRIMP - Hair Extension Extravaganza
- DECORATE - Elegant Interiors

**ELECTIVES**

- PHILANTHROPY
  - Fashion Design
- PHILANTHROPY
  - Insta-Tography (Instant Camera Photography)
- PHILANTHROPY
  - Cooking

$695

**COURSES**

- PHILANTHROPY
  - Fashion Design
- INSTA-TOGRAPHY (Instant Camera Photography)
- ACTING FOR SCREEN
  - Interior Decorating

There are no electives for this week as all class times are devoted to further instruction in each of the makeover components. We meant it when we said #MISSMAKEOVERMAGNIFICENCE

$595

**COURSES**

- PRIMP - Makeup*
- PRIMP - Hair
- WEAR - Wardrobe How To
- POSE - Walking Techniques
- SHOW - Finale Fashion Show

$595
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- PHILANTHROPY
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$595
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- CELEBRATE - Party Planning
- PRIMP - Lashes, Lips & Liner *
- LIVE - Life Skills
- DINE - Table Etiquette
- POSE - Posing / All Selfie No Stick
- MAKE - Dose of DIY
- BEHAVE - Event Etiquette
- PRIMP - Hair Extension Extravaganza
- DECORATE - Elegant Interiors

**ELECTIVES**

- PHILANTHROPY
  - Fashion Design
- INSTA-TOGRAPHY (Instant Camera Photography)
- ACTING FOR SCREEN
  - Interior Decorating

$595

**COURSES**

- PHILANTHROPY
  - Fashion Design
- INSTA-TOGRAPHY (Instant Camera Photography)
- ACTING FOR SCREEN
  - Interior Decorating

There are no electives for this week as all class times are devoted to further instruction in each of the makeover components. We meant it when we said #MISSMAKEOVERMAGNIFICENCE

* For the 5-9 age group, Makeup will be replaced by Spa-Day
** For the 5-9 age group, the Makeup Artistry elective will be replaced by Art
FAQs

MAY PARENTS STAY IN THE CLASSROOM?
No. Although we appreciate parent involvement, our programs are designed to promote independent learning and socialization. Parents are not allowed to remain in the classroom or lobby area during program hours. No worries, we’ve got it from here!

WHAT ARE THE BEHAVIOR EXPECTATIONS FOR STUDENTS?
We expect our girls to listen carefully and follow instructions, participate in classroom activities, respect others, respect property, and HAVE FUN learning. In case of a severe behavior problem, we will contact the parent / guardian to pick up their child. At our discretion, the girl may be allowed to return to camp the following day.

WHOM MAY I CONTACT DURING THE DAY IF I NEED TO LEAVE AN EMERGENCY MESSAGE CONCERNING MY CHILD?
Please call the Academy at 713-622-6477 and a staff member will deliver your message to the appropriate person.

HOW SHOULD THE GIRLS DRESS FOR CAMP?
Summer Chic. But, pls leave the flip flops and caps at home.

CAN THE GIRLS BRING VALUABLES TO THE ACADEMY LIKE ELECTRONIC DEVICES?
Sure. Music players, electronic games, cell phones, etc. can be used only during lunchtime, before and after classes, and is at the discretion of the parent. MISS Academy is not responsible for loss or damage to personal valuables.

DO THE GIRLS NEED TO BRING A LUNCH?
Girls may bring a lunch or pre-order a meal from a preselected menu at the beginning of their class to be delivered by Cafe Express. Girls must bring cash if ordering from Cafe Express.

I HAVE TWO DAUGHTERS I WANT TO ENROLL, DO YOU HAVE SPECIAL RATES?
MISS Academy offers a sibling discount to families with 2 or more siblings enrolled simultaneously in a POP. Families with two girls enrolled in a POP receive a 10% discount on the younger girl. Families with three girls in a POP receive 10% discount on the second girl and a 20% discount on the third girl. Families with more than three girls in the same POP will be considered individually by the Academy Director. To enroll, pay in full at checkout, present your confirmation to the Academy Director, and a refund check will be mailed to you in accordance with your discount.

I HAVE MORE QUESTIONS, HOW DO I CONTACT YOU?
Email us at hello@missacademy.com or call us at 713-622-MISS (6477).

Summer Pop Up

POLICIES

CANCELLATIONS, EXCHANGES, AND REFUNDS
• Due to the high demand for POP UP spaces, each sale will be considered final.
• Registrations are not transferable from girl to girl.
• Parents who cancel a POP or wish to switch their girl from one POP to another, will receive a 50% refund of the cost of a cancelled or dropped POP, if notification is received at least 10 working days before that POP begins. There are NO REFUNDS for POPs cancelled or dropped less than 10 working days before the POP begins.
• In order to receive the 50% refund, parents must contact the Academy in writing through email at cancellations@missacademy.com.
• MISS Academy reserves the right to cancel POPs that do not meet minimum enrollment. If a POP is canceled by MISS Academy, parents will receive a full refund.

INCLEMENT WEATHER POLICY
In the event of inclement weather we will make every effort to make an announcement about Academy closure as quickly as possible. Updated information will be available on our website at www.missacademy.com and on all of our social media platforms. If MISS Academy is closed due to inclement weather there will be no refunds or exchanges.

POP UP PARTICIPANT HEALTH PROFILE REQUIRED HEALTH PROFILE FORM FOR ALL STUDENTS
• A completed MISS Academy POP UP Participant Health Profile form must be on file with the MISS Academy Office prior to each girl beginning a POP.
• All Participant Health Profile forms must be submitted via email to hello@missacademy.com or mailed to: PO Box 56764, Houston, TX 77256.
• PLEASE NOTE - Girls will not be allowed to participate in POP activities without a completed MISS Academy Participant Health Profile, prior to the first day of chosen program.
• NO REFUNDS will be processed for activities missed due to a missing or incomplete Participant Health Profile.

I HAVE TWO DAUGHTERS I WANT TO ENROLL, DO YOU HAVE SPECIAL RATES?
MISS Academy offers a sibling discount to families with 2 or more siblings enrolled simultaneously in a POP. Families with two girls enrolled in a POP receive a 10% discount on the younger girl. Families with three girls in a POP receive 10% discount on the second girl and a 20% discount on the third girl. Families with more than three girls in the same POP will be considered individually by the Academy Director. To enroll, pay in full at checkout, present your confirmation to the Academy Director, and a refund check will be mailed to you in accordance with your discount.

HOW CAN I FIND OUT WHICH POPS ARE AVAILABLE?
POPs that are sold out will be indicated under ‘Details’ for each individual POP. For further information, please call the Academy at 713-622-6477.

CAN YOU ACCOMMODATE MY DAUGHTER WITH SPECIAL NEEDS?
Although we would like to accommodate girls with special needs, our accommodations are limited at the moment. We ask that you notify the Academy Director of your daughter’s needs prior to your daughter’s first day of the Pop Up. Please help us help your daughter by notifying us of any allergies, accessibility concerns, behavioral, psychological, emotional or physical conditions, or other special needs. Please call 713-622-6477 to speak with the Academy Director.

CAN YOU ACCOMMODATE MY DAUGHTER’S MEDICATION NEEDS?
While we hope to offer the Pop Up to as wide a range of girls as possible, it is not possible for us to offer one-on-one care. In the case of severe food allergies, it is not possible for us to monitor the food girls bring into the POP. MISS Academy is NOT responsible for administering medication to girls. Consult a physician about altering the dosage given so that medication can be administered outside of camp hours.

HOW DO I GET TO THE ACADEMY?
You can find directions on our website or call us at 713-622-6477.

WHO WILL BE TEACHING THE CLASSES?
Team MISS has handpicked expert instructors that fit our vision and mission. We require continuous training for our instructors to be informed on the most up to date trends in their respective fields.

MEDICATION NEEDS?
Girls may bring a lunch or pre-order a meal from a preselected menu at the beginning of their class to be delivered by Cafe Express. Girls must bring cash if ordering from Cafe Express.

WHOM MAY I CONTACT DURING THE DAY IF I NEED TO LEAVE AN EMERGENCY MESSAGE CONCERNING MY CHILD?
Please call the Academy at 713-622-6477 and a staff member will deliver your message to the appropriate person.

I HAVE MORE QUESTIONS, HOW DO I CONTACT YOU?
Email us at hello@missacademy.com or call us at 713-622-MISS (6477).